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Onion-and-Salt Poultice for Knee Swelling 

Onion breaks up congestion and/or toxins under the skin that cause bruising, swelling, inflammation, 

and pain. It then helps to move the toxins out through the blood, lymph and skin. Salt adds drawing 

power to the Onion poultice. With this combination I have often had dramatic, overnight results in a 

large variety of situations, such as water-on-the-knee, twisted or jammed joints and appendages, 

renewed swelling of old injuries or of surgeries done to repair those injuries, lung congestion, other 

organ congestion, "bumps-on-the-head" that result in large knots and/or bruises...just about any 

situation where you need the kinds of action Onion provides. In some situations, it may be more 

convenient to use a plain Onion poultice without the salt mixed into it. This can work very well. The salt 

is mainly for extra drawing power of unwanted fluids. 

       Here is how to make this poultice. Grind, or finely chop, enough Onion to cover the area to be 

helped. To this "Onion mush," add salt in the proportions of 2:1, that is for 1 cup of chopped onion you 

would add about 1/2 cup of salt. Sea salt is preferable and in any case it is best to use salt that is not 

iodized when possible. Pile this mixture on and/or around the joint, bruise, bump, inflammation, sprain, 

swelling, etc. Place it either directly onto the skin, or wrap the mixture in a thin, natural fiber cloth, if 

this is more convenient. If put directly onto the skin first, hold the mixture onto the area with a thin, 

natural fiber cloth and fasten the cloth in place with an elastic bandage or with surgical tape. Since the 

poultice is wet, and since you will want to keep it that way, wrap the entire area with a plastic bag or 

plastic wrap. Seal the edges as best you can with masking tape or whatever you have. If you keep the 

skin around the poultice dry, it works well to tape the plastic wrap to the skin, which usually forms an 

adequate seal. At least it minimizes leakage. 

       The best time to apply an Onion/Salt Poultice is at night, so you can sleep with it on and remove it in 

the morning. I don't find it worth all the preparation unless it is done at a time when it can be left on for 

at least two hours. In removing it you may find that the Onions will have a strange odor. This is from the 

fluids pulled out of the area by the poultice. Have a plastic bag handy to throw the whole thing into for 

convenient disposal. Some People find the Onion aroma lingers on the skin. If this is unwanted, [the 

aroma can be] easily removed by washing the skin and then rubbing the affected area with lemon juice. 

A one-night poultice is usually enough to clear up most conditions. For stubborn situations, such as a 

long-term lung congestion or an old injury, you may repeat the poultice as needed. 

       There are circumstances where a heated poultice is useful, such as for lung congestion. For these 

times it is a simple matter to put the poultice, cloth and all, into the oven on a baking dish until it is 

warmed enough. It can be kept warm with a hot water bottle. 

       Remember, this poultice without the salt still works very well. The salt is there for its potent drawing 

power, which is necessary when there is more that a little swelling involved. 
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Onion breaks up the congestion of many types of fluids under the skin, including blood, which causes 

bruising, and congested lymph, which causes additional swelling and pain. Use Onion as a poultice, finely 

chopped, blended, or sliced into a convenient form and applied directly to a fresh bruise or to an old one, 

or use it as a preventive measure on an area that might develop a bruise. If extra fluid-drawing power is 

needed, mix 1/3 to 1 equal part of table salt into the poultice. For ordinary bruises, Onion usually does 

the job all by itself. — 10 Essential Herbs, by Lalitha Thomas, p 231 

 


